The STudio ProjecTS LSd2 heLPS convey The Baroque in recording The MiSSa voTiva

Geisenheim, Germany
September 10 and 11, 2011 Recording Engineer Joseph
Kanz brought his mobile recording setup to the Johannisberg
Basilica and
Geisenheim
Cathedral to
capture Musica
Antiqua Frankfurt
and Neue Rheingauer
Kantorei’s (NRK) performances
of Jan Dismas Zelenka’s Missa
Votiva. The small orchestra and
choir performed the emotionally
expressive piece over the
course of two days in the two
locations in Geisenheim, Germany. The best parts of each
performance were combined
seamlessly on a Promotion-CD
released (for
members, friends
and supporters of
NRK) in November 2011 by
Neue Rheingauer
Kantorei.
The performances were
captured using a
small mixing
console and a
single Studio
Projects’ LSD2
microphone
placed optimally
using the
Blumlein configuration. The
recording has an
incredible stereo
image and feels
like you are
almost sitting on
a
pew in
The Studio
Geisenheim.
Projects
Joseph
LSD2
expresses his

Musica Antiqua Frankfurt and Neue Rheingauer Kantorei at
Geisenheim Cathedral
satisfaction with the LSD2: "The
Blumlein configuration is a real
wonder: you hear all
instruments at their exact place,
the sound remains in the middle
and you need no matrix, or
other electronic toys. The sound
is open and free and contains
the entire spatial information.
But the ensemble has to be well
balanced, even the room where
you record music! I am always
pleased with my experience
with the LSD2, but you need
some experience in finding the
"Real sweet spot" for the mic!"
If you would like to hear an excerpt from the performance please
go to:

Joseph Kanz

http://studioprojects.com/NRK.html

To learn more about NRK:
http://www.neue-rheingauer-kantorei.de

-ENDAbout PMI Audio Group: Established
in 1979, PMI Audio Group is a
professional audio company located in
Gardena, California specializing in
the design and manufacture of
professional audio products for
recording, video, post, film, broadcast,

The LSD2 shown in Blumlein
configuration
and the fixed installation markets. PMI
Audio brands include: Studio Projects,
Trident Audio Developments,
Joemeek, Toft Audio Designs, Tonelux,
and Valley People.
http://www.pmiaudio.com

